Focus Area: School-wide Behavior Expectations
RESTROOM
Respect Others
● Honor privacy of
others
● Use appropriate
language & volume

Act Responsibly
● Flush toilets
● Turn off water
● Clean up after
yourself
● Report graffiti,
disturbances, or
damage to staff

& Safely
● Keep water in sink
& toilet
● Get in & out quickly

Objective: By the end of the lesson, students will be able to follow schoolwide PBIS
Bathroom Procedures.
Materials needed: ½ sheet of paper for each student, butcher paper, white board, or
Elmo, assorted markers
Lesson:
1.
As students enter hand them ½ sheet of paper and ask them to write about a negative
bathroom experience they have experienced themselves or have heard about (remind
them to be school appropriate).
2.
Collect papers. Share/discuss a few situations of your choice. Example questions to
spark discussion: How/why is this unsafe behavior? What could happen? What should
have been done instead? How would you feel if this had been done to you?
3.
On butcher paper, white board, or Elmo, draw a tree map with Appropriate Bathroom
Behavior as the title, and the two categories as Looks like and Sounds Like.
4.
Have students brainstorm what Appropriate Bathroom behavior looks like and sounds
like. Some ideas:
Looks like: Students respecting other’s space, washing hands, students exiting
quickly, water in sink only
Sounds Like: students using correct volume, appropriate language, toilets flushing
when done,
5.
Discuss each procedure listed on the behavior matrix above and why each is important.
6.
Ask for volunteers to role play both negative and positive behaviors for each of the
procedures listed in the matrix, or if time is short choose 3 your class finds to be the
most necessary and role play only those ones. Give immediate feedback and praise for
the behaviors acted out.
7.
In closing, state the importance of each of us feeling safe when using the restroom.
Remind students to be safe, respectful, and responsible and to follow bathroom
procedures.

